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seems,at first blush, a strange brew of the remarkably crude and the exquisitely subtle. For example,in studies of (explicit) visual recognition, people can be oblivious to
changesevenin grossdetails of the visual scene(Rensink et al., 1997);while in studies
of (implicit) visual priming, people can be higWy sensitiveto subtle unattended features of the visual stimulus, sometimes for weeks after a single viewing (Treisman &
DeSchepper,1996). For this reason, the ramifications of subtle information seeping
unintended through an experimental design are usually difficult to prejudge. In
empirical tests of all kinds-whether of rational actor models or explicitly cognitive
models-the researchermust take pains to ensurethat all of the information available
to the subject has been accounted for.
The second classof problems is more specific to the empirical study of normative
models. This research requires, not just accounting for all the information that is
available to the subject, but also for all the information that is relevant to the normative model. As we will see,the latter accounting is not alwayseasyto make.
Researchersnaturally try to circumvent this secondproblem by examining specially
contrived situations in which the normative analysisseemsclear-cut-that is, in which
a favored rational actor model generatesclear prescriptions for normative action. One
such areais framing research,an areaof central importance in the psychologyof judgment and decision-making. Framing researchersstudy situations in which apparently
equivalent descriptions of choice options-for example, ground beef described as
'75% lean' or '25% fat' (Levin & Gaeth, 1998)-lead to markedly divergent preferences.
Normative predictions here seemparticularly stark and compelling, and violations of
thesepredictions are easyto come by. However,it turns out that, even in the simplified
situations experimenters have specially contrived, the normative model used in their
analysis has been inadequate. Even in this simple case,the experimental situation
makessubtle information availablewhich should matter to the normative analysis,but
which has not been consideredin the interpretation of experiments.
The framing literature thus affords a casestudy in the pitfalls of normative analysis.
We do not think it is an isolated case;indeed, we will argue that closely similar problems arise in areasoutside of the traditional framing literature. Such casesindicate
that, in the interpretation of natural and experimental situations, adequatenormative
models are often aselusiveasadequateempirical ones.This fact doesnot invalidate the
empirical study of rational models,but it doeshigWight a basic background condition
that should inform such studies. Human cognitive goals are complex. Because
the function of rational norms is to guide us through our cognitive environments
towards our cognitive goals,it should not surprise us if the rational norms themselves
ultimately turn out to be similarly complex.
The problems and results described in this chapter illustrate this problem of
normative complexity in a particularly simple empirical setting: framing effectsin
judgment and choice.
Framing

effects:

a brief

review

A 'framing effect' is usually said to occur when equivalent descriptions lead to different
decisions. Though this definition will require some amendment in what follows,
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someexamples will suffice to illustrate the sorts of situations that framing researchers
seekto understand:
Example 1: Evaluating a Medical Treatment. Participants are told to imagine that they
havea terrible disease and must decide whether to accept a specific treatment option.
Someparticipants are told that the treatment has 'a 20% mortality rate within 5 years'
while other participants are told that the treatment has 'an 80% survival rate after
5 years'.The robust experimental finding is that participants are more likely to accept the
treatment option when it is described in the 'survival' frame than when it is described in
the'mortality' frame (Marteau, 1989; McNeil etal., 1982; Wilson etal., 1987).
Example 2: The Asian Disease Problem (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Participants
readthe following background blurb:
Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease,which
is expected to kill 600 people. One possible program to combat the disease has been
proposed.Assume that the exact scientific estimate of the consequencesof this program
is asfollows:
Someof the participants are then presented with the following two options:
A: If this program is adopted, 200 people will be saved.
B: If this program is adopted, there is a one-third probability that 600 people will be saved
and a two-thirds probability that no people will be saved.
The other participants instead read:
c: If this program is adopted, 400 people will die.
D: If this program is adopted, there is a one-third probability that nobody will die and a
two-thirds probability that 600 people will die.
The robust empirical finding is that most participants in the first condition
A to B, while most participants in the second condition prefer D to C.

prefer

Note that, in Example 1, the different descriptions of the medical treatment are
logically equivalent, in that the truth of either description necessarily entails the truth
of the other: 20% of patients die within 5 years if and only if 80% of patients survive
after 5 years. Similarly, an inspection of Example 2 will reveal that A is logically equivalent to C, and B is logically equivalent to D (but see Jou et al., 1996; Kiihberger, 1995).
Levin, Schneider, and Gaeth ~1998) taxonomized framing effects into three major
categories. Example 1 above is an instance of what they called attribute framing: the
valuea single object (here, a medical treatment) assumes on a single bounded dimension
(here, patient outcome after 5 years) can be described in terms of either of two logicallyequivalent proportions (here, '% survival' or '% mortality'). When the frames are
valenced (one good, one bad), the standard finding is a valence-consistent
shift: Preferences and evaluations shift in the direction of increasing valence. Thus
treatment options described in terms of 'survival' rates are rated more highly
than options described in terms of logically equivalent 'mortality' rates, '75% lean'
beef is preferred to '25% fat' beef, etc (Levin & Gaeth, 1988) .
Example 2, the so-called 'Asian Disease Problem' is the most well-known
and
widely studied instance of risky choice framing. In framing problems in this category,
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participants face two options rather than only one, and these options are gambles
which can be described in terms of probabilities and proportions of gain or of loss.
Usually, one option is a sure thing (in which an intermediate outcome is specified as
certain, as in A and C above) while the other is a gamble (in which extreme positive
and negative outcomes are both assigned non-zero probabilities, as in Band D
above).The sure thing and the gamble are usually equated in expectedvalue, making
it possible to interpret observed patterns of preference in terms of participants' risk
seeking or risk aversion. If we adopt this rubric of interpretation, participants
encountering the Asian DiseaseProblem appear to be risk-averse for gains and riskseekingfor losses,a central tenet of prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
Attribute and risky choice framing are widely studiedl-the former becauseof its
simplicity of experimental manipulation and its ubiquity in social settings (especially
in persuasion situations); the latter becauseof its usefulnessin experimentally testing
classical expected utility theory and other quantitative choice models, including
prospect theory.
Though risky choice framing problems are used in testing empirically oriented
models, their implications for the empirical adequacyof rational actor models have
been a lightning rod for debate. Attribute framing effects are of almost exclusively
normative and practical interest. 'Framing effects: Kahneman (2000, p. xv) has noted,
'are lesssignificant for their contribution to psychology than for their importance in
the real world. ..and for the challenge they raise to the foundations of a rational
model of decision making.'
It is important, then, to be precise about just what challenge framing effects may
raise to rational actor models. According to Tversky and Kahneman (1986, p. 5253),
descriptioninvariance-the condition that equivalent descriptions must lead to identical decisions-forms ' [ a]n essentialcondition for a theory of choice that claims normative status. ..so basic that it is tacitly assumedin the characterization of options
rather than explicitly stated as a testable axiom' .Description invariance strikes most
people as a prima facie reasonablenormative condition, and for decadesit has been
generally acceptedas such by psychologists.
However, there is imprecision at the heart of this formulation of the description
invariance principle-equivalent descriptions must lead to identical decisions.What
does it mean for a pair of descriptions to be 'equivalent' ?While the senseof equivalence at issueis often left unspecified, the most common specification is logical equivalence. In this case the principle of description invariance becomes: logically
equivalent descriptions must lead to identical decisions. As a theoretical criterion,
logical equivalencehas the virtue of transparency.Logical equivalenceis well-defined
(a pair of statementsis logically equivalent if the truth of eachentails the truth of the
other); and, though disputes of application sometimes arise, they are relatively rare
and, in most cases,easily circumvented.
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There is, however, one problem. As we show below, there is no general normative
problem with logically equivalent descriptions leading to different decisions.

A hole

in the

normative

model:

information

leakage

Every meaningful statement has infinitely many logically equivalent variants. Imagine
a cup of water on the table before you. The statements 'The cup is 1/4-full' , 'The cup
is 3/4-empty' , 'The cup is 25%-full' , 'The cup is twice as full as a 1/8-full cup' are constrained to covary in truth value. Though heterogeneous in style and emphasis, the
statements share a common core of logical content. The normative model which
forms the backdrop for all framing research insists that the decision maker must
respond identically to all of these statements.
However, the decision maker must receive the statement from a speaker of some
kind, and a speaker who wishes to convey this logical content will not select a statement at random. Various factors will influence the speaker's selection, these factors
varying in degree of intentionality
and conscious accessibility. In general, the
speaker'sselection will vary as a function of the information that is available to the
speaker,as well as the speaker's attitudes about the thing being described. But if the
speaker'schoice of frame varies asa function of the speaker's beliefs and attitudes,
then it also potentially conveys information about those beliefs and attitudes. Surely
rational actors would not be expected to artificially ignore such information, should it
proverelevant to the choice at hand.
That is, the normatively relevant equivalence between frames is not logical equivalence,but information equivalence-can
any choice-relevant inferences be drawn,
not only from the logical content conveyed, but also from the speaker's choice among
logically equivalent statements? The normative analysis of framing effects cannot
be neatly separated from the phenomena of pragmatics-i.e.,
the ways in which
speakerstypically

select utterances and convey meaning in human conversational

environments.
The condition of information equivalence can easily be formalized. For simplicity,
supposethat the speaker is selecting among two frames, ,A' and' B' , and that there is
somechoice-relevant background condition C with the property that the speaker is
morelikely to select' A ' when C holds than when C fails. That is, P(' A 'IC) > P(' A '1
not-C).A simple Bayesian argument establishes that P(CI'A') > P(CI'B'). (There is
; the argument immediately generalizes to

when the speaker says (A ' than when the speaker says (B'. If Cis
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For framing effectsto raise normative concerns,they must violate a revised principle of description invariance, which statesthat information equivalent descriptions
must lead to identical decisions. The principle that logically equivalent descriptions
must lead to identical decisionshas no standing as a normative principle.
The formal argument that establishes the potential information content of a
speaker'schoice among IQgicallyequivalent frames is an elementary one. Considering
the size and significance of the framing literature, this raisesa natural question: why
has an inadequatestandard of equivalencebeen used so widely for so long?
There is a misleading argument that logically equivalent utterances should be
treated equivalently in reasoning: if' A ' and' B' are logically equivalent, there is no
inference that can be drawn from knowledge that A that cannot be drawn from
knowledgethat B. This observation is correct, becauselogical implication is transitiveindeed, it is transitive with respect to forms of intuitive or probabilistic implication,
which themselves may not be strictly transitive. If one knows that A, one knows
necessarilyand certainly that B; therefore, whatever can be inferred, logically or intuitively, from B can also be inferred from A. So A and B, when logically equivalent,
must support precisely the same set of inferences, and hence, it seems,should have
preciselythe sameeffectson decision.
This normative argument would apply to framing researchif it were possible for
experimenters to somehow magically endow their subjectswith knowledge that A, or
alternatively with knowledge that B-but this is not possible. In the typical framing
experiment, the participant knows that A, assumingthe participant trusts the speaker,
only becausethe participant knows that the speakerhas said' A ' .The speakersaid ~ ' is
a fact which is logically equivalent neither to A nor to B. It is certainly not logically
equivalent to The speakersaid 'B' .It is true, as the above argument notes, that no
inferencescan be drawn from A which cannot be drawn from B. But it is falsethat no
inferencescan be drawn from the fact that the speakersaid' A' which cannot be drawn
from the fact that the speakersaid' B' .
Becauseit is not possible to surgically implant statements of interest into participants' heads,the normative model we apply in experimental situations must account
for the participant's knowledge that the speakerselectedthis statement and no other.
One possible explanation for the persistence of the inadequate logical equivalence
standard in framing research,then, is that experimenters may have had an idealized
conception of their experimental manipulations, viewing them as implanted bits
of knowledge rather than as a speaker's verbal communication (Hilton, 1995;
Schwarz,1996).
A different possibleexplanation for the widespread and longstanding use of a theoretically inadequate normative model in framing research is that the model is adequate for all practical purposes. Perhaps,within the linguistic domains studied by
framing researchers,logical equivalenceand information equivalenceeffectively coincide. Presumably someinformation is leaked in any speaker'sselection among logically equivalent frames-but such information may be irrelevant to the listener's
decision problem, or too minor to explain substantial shifts in preference. On this
view, logical equivalence may not be the appropriate theoretical standard, but it is
nonethelessa safeproxy standard in experimental design.
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The next section will show that this optimistic view is untenable. In one major segment of the framing literature-attribute
framing-there is strong empirical evidencefor the systematic leakageof information which (a) is choice-relevant and (b)
qualitativelyjustifies the sorts of framing effectsthat are commonly observedempirically.Whether information leakageis an important normative or explanatory factor
in risky choice framing is lessclear-this issueis tentatively explored in a subsequent
section.Finally, the information leakageframework can be extended to psychological
researchareas falling outside of the traditional framing literature. The normative
modelsemployed in these areas,too, employ normative standards of equivalence
which fail to take heed of the way information is presented to participants.
Information equivalenceis the needed normative standard in these areasas well, and
a re-examinationof classicalresults in the light of information leakagearguesfor the
moderationof some classicalnormative verdicts.
Information

leakage

in attribute

framing

Recallthat attribute framing effects involve logically equivalent descriptions of a
singleproportion. When one of these descriptions has positive valence ('% survival',
'% lean','% successes')and the other has negative valence ('% mortality', '% fat',
'% failures'), the standard finding is a valence-consistent shift. Participants rate the
option more highly, and are more likely to selectit, when it is framed with the positive
description.
But arelogically equivalentdescriptions of proportion really information equivalent?
Theparableof the half-empty cup ('is the cup half-empty or ha1f-fu11?')
suggestsotherwise,and experimental studies confirm that logically equivalent attribute frames
leakinformation that, in typical framing experiments, is choice-relevant.
To understand what information is leaked, we need to step back from valenced
frames,and consider logically equivalent descriptions of proportion more generally.
Consider,for 0 < p < I, domains Din which the proportion of D which is XI is p if and
only if theproportion of D which is X2 is I -p. For example,if D is a sequenceof coin
tosses,
the proportion of tosseswhich come up heads (XI) is p if and only if the proportion of tosseswhich come up tails (X2) is I -p.
Reference
Points in Attribute Framing. The referencepoint hypothesis (McKenzie &
Nelson,2003; Sher & McKenzie, 2006) concerns situations in which some reference
point level of XI is salient to the speaker.This may be the initial, expected,or standard
valueof XI. Thus, in a sequenceof coin tosses,a natural referencepoint value for the
percentage
of tossescoming up headswould be 50%. According to the referencepoint
hypothesis,
(I) Speakersare more likely to describe D in terms of' XI' when XI is above the
referencepoint.
(2) Listeners are sensitive to this regularity-they are more likely to (implicitly or
explicitly) infer that XI is above,and X2 below, a salient referencepoint when the
speakerdescribesD in terms of 'XI '.
For fixed observed frequencies of XI and X2, speakersare more likely to coin 'XI'
descriptionswhen the XI frequency is abovethe referencepoint than when it is below
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the referencepoint. For example, Sher and McKenzie (2006) had participants roll a
six-sided die six times. For some participants, five sidesof the die were black and the
remaining side was white. For other participants, five sides were white and one was
black. Thus, for the first group of participants, the natural reference point for the
number of black outcomes out of six rolls would be five, while for the secondgroup it
would be one. Participants were not informed that the dice were weighted. For some
participants, the die was weighted to fall most often on the minority color side ( e.g.,
white in a die with five black sides).For other participants, the die was weighted to fall
most often on a majority color side (e.g., black in a die with five black sides). After
rolling the die six times, the participants had to describe the outcome. The reference
point hypothesis predicts that, when black comes up between one and five times out
of six, participants should be more likely to describe the outcome in terms of the
'black' proportion when black is the minority color on the die (and hence the black
proportion is at or above reference point) than when black is the majority color on
the die (and hencethe black proportion is at or below referencepoint). This is exactly
what we found. For example, when black came up three times and white came up
three times, 83% of participants chose to describe the outcome as 'the die came up
black three out of six times' when black was the minority color on the die, whereas
only 36% did so when black was the majority color. Thus the referencepoint systematically influences the speaker'schoice of frame.
Are listeners sensitive to such regularities in speakers'frame selection?In another
series of experiments, Sher and McKenzie (2006) presented participants with two
glassesof water, one full and one empty. Some participants were asked,'just to get
things started',to pour water from one glassto the other and place'a half-full cup' in a
square marked on the table. Other participants were askedinstead for 'a half-empty
cup: In other experiments, different proportions were used:'1/4-full'/'3/4-empty' and
'3/4-full'/ '1/4-empty'.
Assuming that, for each cup, its initial state gives its referencepoint level, the initially empty cup, after pouring, ends up above reference point, and the initially full
cup ends up below referencepoint. Thus the referencepoint hypothesis predicts that
the initially full cup should be furnished more often when 'a p-empty cup' is requested
than when 'a ( 1 -p )-full cup' is requested.This was in fact the case,for all proportions
tested.Furthermore, follow-up questionnairesrevealedthat the purpose of the experiment was opaque to participants-that is, they were not aware that we were testing
their interpretations of proportion frames. Therefore, it is reasonableto supposethat
proportion frames convey reference point information even when participants are
not focused on extracting it.
These studies affirmed and extended results obtained by McKenzie and Nelson
(2003) in paper-and-pencil studies.In thesestudies,for both cups of water and medical treatments, 'speakers'were more likely to choose an attribute frame ('% empty',
'% mortality') when that attribute was above the reference point level than when it
was below. Furthermore, 'listeners' were able to accurately infer the referencepoint
from the speaker'schoice of frame.
Therefore, a rational listenerin a natural conversationalenvironment who is uncertain about typical medical treatment outcomes will assigna higher probability to a
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treatment's mortality rate being atypically high when the medical treatment is
described in terms of its 'mortality rate' than when it is described in terms of the corresponding 'survival rate'. In general, the choice of a negatively valenced attribute
frame is in fact evidencethat the negative attribute is present to a greater extent than
is typical. In other words, when there is uncertainty about the reference level of a
choice-relevantvariable, rational actorswill exhibit a valence-consistent
shift.
Implicit Recommendationsin Attribute Framing. The reference point hypothesis
implies that choice-relevant information is leaked in most attribute framing experiments, and that rational actors participating in such experiments would exhibit a
valence-consistentshift. The empirical evidencesummarized abovestrongly indicates
that the reference point hypothesis is true. But why is iLtrue? That is, why would
speakerstend to describe objects in terms of relatively abundant attributes?
It seemslikely that the speaker'schoice of frame is a function, more broadly, of psYcholinguistic salience,and the referencepoint hypothesis holds becauserelative abundance is one determinant of salience: more abundant attributes tend to be more
salient in the speaker'spsycholinguistic representations of the thing being described.
But this perspective suggeststhat the reference point hypothesis may be profitably
generalized.Reverting to the above formal terminology:
(I) A speakeris more likely to describe D in terms of 'XI ' when XI is salient in the
speaker'spsycholinguistic representation of D.
(2) Listeners are sensitive to this regularity-they are more likely to (implicitlyor
explicitly) infer that XI is salient in the speaker'srepresentation of D when the
speakerdescribesD in terms of'XI '.
To be sure, this generalized hypothesis is not an entirely satisfying one, becausein
addition to being more general than the referencepoint hypothesis, it is also vaguer.
Whatpsycholinguistic representationsare at issue?What doesit mean for an attribute
to be salient in these representations? And what are the determinants of salience?
However,though incomplete as a substantive hypothesis, (1)-(2) provide a valuable
compassfor researchon information leakagein attribute framing. They set out two
pathsthat researcherscan profitably follow.
First, absent a general theory of psycholinguistic salience, one can still plausibly
identify well-defined variables which are likely, all elsebeing equal, to monotonically
affectsalience. Once such a variable V is identified, a corresponding pair of welldefinedinformation leakagehypothesesis generated:
(I) Speakersare more likely to describe D in terms of 'XI ' when Vassumes a higher
valuefor XI.
(2) Listenersare sensitive to this regularity-when a speakerdescribesD in terms of
'XI', they are more likely to (implicitly or explicitly) infer that Vassumes a high
valuefor XI.
hYRothesis is the special case of (1)-(2) in which the variable V
" one plausible determinant of salience. But many other determi-
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pragmatically consequential are likely to be more salient in the speaker'spsycholinguistic representations. For example, a football team with unusually dramatic and
interesting victories and run-of-the-milllosses is, we suspect, more likely to be
describedin terms of its win rate than a team with ordinary victories and spectacular
defeats.A range of such variables could be specified and the corresponding information leakagehypothesestested. If there are exceptions to the rule-if some plausible
determinants of salience fail to influence frame selection-these may particularly
reward further investigation. Insofar as the rule holds up well, frame selection
probability in suitably designed experiments could be employed as a measure of
psycholinguistic saliencein relevant areasoutside of traditional framing research.
A secondstrategy is to employ strong and clear saliencemanipulations whose interpretation does not hinge on subtleties of psycholinguistic theory. Sher and McKenzie
(2006) adopted this strategy in an experiment in which participants described the
accomplishments of a researchand development (R&D) team in a hypothetical hightech firm. This study was the frame selection complement of a specific framing effect
from the literature (Duchon et al., 1989), in which an R&D team was evaluatedmore
favorably when described in terms of its 'successful'project rate than when described
in terms of its corresponding 'unsuccessful' project rate. In our experiment, participants first read a background blurb about an R&D team. For half of the participants,
the blurb described an extremely impressive R&D team: the researcherswere leaders
in their fields, the team took on very difficult projects,the successes
were revolutionary
and the failures valiant, and the team was widely admired in the researchcommunity.
The other participants read a blurb describing an utterly incompetent R&D team. The
success/failure rate was the same for both teams, and there was no clear reference
point manipulation (becausethe impressiveteam was highly skilled but also took on
highly challenging projects) .Participants then described the team to a hypothetical
supervisorby circling words and filling in blanks. One of the three incomplete sentences
forced participants to describe the team in terms of its 'success'rate or its logically
equivalent 'failure' rate. As predicted, participants were much more likely to describe
the impressiveteam than the terrible team in terms of its 'success'rate. In this experiment, there were no clear reference points, but various other factors conspired to
make the successesmore salient in participants' likely representations of the impressive team. This team'ssuccesses
were more spectacular,more noted by the R&D community, and more representativeof the team'soverall high caliber.
In this way,the speaker'schoice of valencedframe conveysa kind of implicit recommendationto the listener.That is, a rational listener can infer, from the speaker'sselection of a positively valenced frame, that the favorable attribute is more likely to be
salient in the speaker'srepresentation of the thing being described-whether because
the favorableattribute is relatively abundant, more representative,or otherwise notable.
Hence attribute frames leak choice-relevantinformation about attribute salience,and
this information, absorbedby listeners,justifies the ubiquitous valence-consistentshift.
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equivalence, rather than logical equivalence, is the needed normative
standard in the analysis both of attribute and of risky choice framing experiments.
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The foregoing evidence suggeststhat the frames studied in typical attribute framing
experimentsare not information equivalent, and that the leaked information is sufficient to justify the qualitative patterns of shifting preferencesobservedin those studies.Does information leakagehave similarly strong implications for the normative
analysisof risky choice effects?(Readersnew to the framing literature may wish to
revisit the description of the Asian DiseaseProblem-Example 2 above-as it will be
frequentlyreferencedin what follows. )
Risky choice framing experiments present certain challenges to an information
leakageanalysis. First, the descriptions communicated to participants have more
moving parts: there are two options rather than just one, and various probabilities
and proportions are framed conjointly. Second, the models (e.g., prospect theory)
which are put forward to explain these effects are also advanced as explanations
for other phenomena. Becauseof the relative complexity of risky choice framing
problems,information leakagepredictions are harder to derive. Becauseof the logical
relationships of risky choice framing problems to other models and phenomena,
thesemodels and phenomena must ultimately be consideredin any serious analysisof
theseproblems.
However,despite their architectural and theoretical complexity, there is some reason to hope that an information leakage analysis might shed some light on risky
choice framing. After all, every risky choice framing problem can be viewed as a
patchwork of attribute frames (i.e., of proportions and probabilities framed in terms
of gainsand losses).More generally,robust implicit recommendations like those consideredabovemay not be specific to the simple framing situations consideredabove.
Is there important information leakage in risky choice framing problems? The
short answeris: we do not know. The availableevidenceis too sparseand fragmentary
to undertake a serious analysis at this point. We could not hope, in particular, to
do justice to the full range of evidencewhich arguesfor a prospect-theoretic interpretation of these effects. We were, however, curious to see how far the explanatory
constructs developed for the simple attribute casecan be extended to the more complex setting of risky choice framing. The preliminary experiments presentedhere are
offered,not as conclusiveevidence,but in the hopes of stimulating further researchin
this direction.
A first question is whether speakerswith preferencesor persuasivegoals can effectively anticipate listeners' likely reactions to the different frames. That is, do speakers
selectframes for risky choice problems which make listeners more likely to choosethe
speaker'sown preferred option? We haveconducted a number of unpublished experiments to begin to addressthis question. In all of them, participants read about the
sure thing and gamble in the Asian Disease Problem, but the options are fully
describedrather than selectivelyframed (e.g.,'If Program A is adopted, 200 people will
be savedand 400 people will die'). In one experiment, participants were explicitly
assigneda persuasivegoal--e.g., some were to persuadea listener to choosethe sure
thing-and askedto pick a joint 'saved'or 'die' framing for both programs. Consistent
with an information leakageaccount, participants indeed were more likely to pick the
'saved'framing when persuading the listener to selectthe sure thing than when persuading the listener to select the gamble. However, this heavy-handed manipulation
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may be too artificial-e,g" speakersmay deliberately simulate listener reactions to the
different frames in this contrived experimental setting, but selectframes quite differently in natural conversational environments, We want to understand information
leakagein those environments.
To better simulate a natural conversational environment, participants in another
experiment were not assigneda preferenceor a persuasivegoal. Instead,they read the
fully describedoptions (i.e., not framed) of the Asian DiseaseProblem, and then indicated which program they preferred and rated their strength of preference. In this
way, we were able to determine participants' personal preferences independent of
framing. The participants were then presentedwith the following task:
Imagine that your job is to describe the situation, and the programs which have
been proposed, to a committee who will then decide which program, A or B, to
use.Pleasecomplete the sentencesbelow as if you were describing the programs
to the committee.
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Notice that, in contrast with the previous experiment, participants could independently frame the sure thing and the gamble. Regardlessof prior preference (sure thing
versusgamble), participants tended to frame the gamble in the sameway ('1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved and 2/3 probability that 600 people will die').
However, we found a strong effect of prior preference on the framing of the sure
thing. Among those who preferred the sure thing, 81% framed the sure thing in terms
of lives 'saved',whereas, among those who preferred the gamble, only 48% did so.
Furthermore, participants preferring the sure thing were more likely to select the
'saved'label when they rated their preferenceas stronger. (Those preferring the gamble were equally likely to choose the 'die' label regardlessof strength of preference,
indicating a possible ceiling effect for 'die' descriptions.)
This result indicates that, when given full flexibility in framing the two options, the
attribute framing of the sure thing leaks choice-relevant information about the
speaker'spreferences.However,one limitation of this result is that participants tended
to give the gamble a mixed framing throughout. To fully understand what information is leakedin standard risky choice framing problems-in which the sure thing and
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gambleare jointly framed-it will be important to examine reasonably naturalistic
situationsin which participants nonethelesstend to choose a pure joint framing for
both the sure thing and the gamble. This is becausethe information leaked in joint
framing need not be a simple additive sum of the information leaked in the separate
framingof eachoption.
Though preliminary, theseresults suggestthat a deeperinvestigation of information
leakagein risky choice framing may prove fruitful. When assignedan explicit persuasivegoal,participants selectthe frame that would be most effective in persuading the
listener.In a less constrained setting, the framing of the sure thing, at least, can leak
choice-relevant information about the speaker's spontaneous preference. Further
workwill be neededto fully characterizethe information that may be leakedin speakers'
selectionof joint frames in natural conversationalenvironments.
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Framing experiments are typically designed to scrutinize the coherence of human
beliefs and decisions. However, in the analysis of these experiments, framing
researchers
have not sufficiently considered the relation between evidenceand belief.
They have generally viewed framing manipulations as implanted bits of knowledge
rather than as informative utterances issued in a communicative situation. A less
idealized conception of the experimental manipulations requires that we adopt a
subtler normative model, subjecting frames to the standard of information equivalencerather than logical equivalence.At least in the caseof attribute framing, factoring in the relation between evidence and belief undermines otherwise compelling
conclusionsabout the coherenceof beliefs and preferences.However,this problematic
idealization is not unique to normative models of choice, and its problems are not
unique to the experimental study of traditional framing effects.
Consider,for example,the experimentalliterature on hypothesistesting.In hypothesistestingtasks,participants are commonly askedto test hypothesesof the form, 'If XI,
then Yl,' where variables X and Y each have two levels (XI and X2, Yl and Y2).
A robust finding is that participants consider an Xl&Yl observation to be more
supportive than an X2& Y2 observation, even though both observations support the
hypothesis. In other words, confirming observations that are mentioned in the
hypothesisare deemed more informative than confirming observations that are not
mentioned in the hypothesis (Klayman, 1995;Klayman & Ha, 1987;McKenzie, 2004b;
Nickerson,1998;Oaksford & Chater, 1994).
This tendency to consider mentioned observations maximally informative can lead
to a framing effect in hypothesis testing. McKenzie and Mikkelsen (2000) had participants imagirie that they were researchersinvestigating a possible relation between
geneticsand personality type. They were told that everyonehas either genotype A or
genotype B, and either personality type X or personality type Y. Some participants
testedthe following hypothesis: 'if a person has personality type Y, then he/she has
genotypeB' (i.e. 'Y ~ B'). Of the first two people observed,one had genotype A and
personality type X (A&X) and one had genotype B and personality type Y (B&Y).
Both observations support the hypothesis, but when askedwhich provided stronger
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support, most participants selectedthe mentioned B&Y observation. Other participants were askedto test the hypothesis 'If a person has genotype A, then he/she has
personality type X' (i.e., ,A -:, X'). Most of these participants selectedthe mentioned
A&X observation as most supportive.
Note that the two hypothesesare logically equivalent (one is the contrapositive of
the other), and therefore whichever observation supports one hypothesis most
strongly must also support the other hypothesis most strongly. Nonetheless,participants selecteddifferent observationsasmost supportive depending on which logically
equivalent hypothesis was presented to them. In other words, the framing of the
hypothesis impacts the evaluation of evidence.
But are the logically equivalent framings of the hypothesis information equivalent?
If, when testing XI-:, Yl, participants assumethat XI and Yl (the mentioned events)
arerare relativeto X2 and Y2 (the unmentioned events), then the two logicallyequivalent
framings are not information equivalent.And indeed, there is evidencethat people do
phrase conditional hypothesesin terms of rare events (McKenzie et al., 2001).
If mentioned eventstend to be rare,then, from a Bayesianperspective,the mentioned
observation would be normatively more informative than the unmentioned observation. To seethis, imagine testing the hypothesis that dwarfism leads to polydactyly
(having more than 10 fingers). Becausemost people are not dwarfs and most people
do not have more than 10 fingers, it would not be unusual to observe a 10-fingered
non-dwarf regardless of whether dwarfism and polydactyly are related. However,
although observing an ll-fingered dwarf would be unusual even if the two variables
were related,it would be very unusual to observesuch a person if there were no relation.
Thus, observing an ll-fingered dwarf provides stronger support for the hypothesis
than observing a 10-fingered non-dwarf, becausethe former is rare and the latter is
common. (For formal details on why rarity matters, seeMcKenzie & Amin, 2002;
McKenzie & Mikkelsen, 2000, 2007; McKenzie, 2004a; see also Anderson, 1990;
Oaksford & Chater, 1994.)
In other words, treating mentioned observations as most informative is normatively justifiable becausehypothesestend to be phrased in terms of rare events.This
provides a rational explanation of the fact that 'listeners' consider different data most
supportive when hypothesesare rephrased in logically equivalent ways: the speakers'
phrasing of a conditional hypothesis leaks normatively relevant information about
event rarity.
Furthermore, the framing effect is reduced when it is clear to participants which
events are rare. When this is the case,participants no longer need to rely on how
hypotheses are phrased to infer event rarity. For example, the framing effect was
reduced when. participants were told that few people have a particular personality
type and genotype. The reduction of the framing effect was especially marked when
concrete hypotheses (regarding psychosisand being HIV+) were used, allowing participants to tap into real-world knowledge about rarity. Indeed, when participants
were presented with concrete hypotheses and 'reminded' which events were rare,
the framing effect virtually disappeared: participants were likely to select the rare
observation as most informative regardless of whether it was mentioned in the
hypothesis.
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Thus, the application of the information equivalence standard to the normative
analysisof conditional hypothesis testing helps us to understand why framing effects
occur in hypothesis testing-the phrasing of conditional hypotheses leaks normatively relevant information about event rarity-and why they disappear-when event
rarity is known, listeners no longer need to infer event rarity from the phrasing of the
hypothesis.
McKenzie and Mikkelsen (2007) have recently made similar arguments in a discussion of human covariation assessment(for reviews,seeAllan, 1993;McKenzie, 1994).
In covariation assessmenttasks, participants judge the strength of the relationship
between two variables, each of which assumes values of presence and absence.
Becausepeople tend to give the most weight to joint presenceobservations, logically
equivalentpresentationsof data can lead participants to report different judgments of
covariation-a framing effect. However, becausethe presence of named variables
tendsto be rare and their absencecommon--e.g., there are fewer red things than nonred things, fewer accountants than non-accountants-joint presenceis normatively
more informative than joint absencefrom a Bayesianpoint of view. Furthermore, as
with hypothesis testing, framing effects in covariation assessmentvirtually disappear
whenparticipants know which eventsare rare and which are common.
The standard normative models of covariation assessmentand hypothesis testing
consider only the logical content of a conditional hypothesis or data array. While
thesemodels may be well-suited to an analysisof the manipulation of idealized bits of
knowledge,they are not adequateto an analysisof judgments basedon specific utterancesreceivedin a complex linguistic environment. For typical abstract covariation
assessmentand hypothesis testing scenarios, these utterances often turn out to be
information non-equivalent, leaking information about event rarity which qualitatively supports the positive conjunction strategies which are commonly observed.
Determining just how far the information leakage account can go in explaining
detailed results from the covariation assessmentand hypothesis testing literatures
would require a fuller treatment than we can provide here. However,in evaluating any
givenexperiment in those literatures, the question of the existenceand significance of
information leakagefrom data formatting or conditional phrasing should be addressed.
Other ostensibly counter-normative phenomena, in which data or options which
seemlogically equivalent are treated non-equivalently, may benefit from a similar
approach.McKenzie et al. (2006) took this approach to default effectsin public policy,
in which an alternative, often of considerablepractical or moral significance, is more
likely to be selectedwhen it is designatedas the default option-i.e., the option that
will take effect barring an explicit decision to the contrary. For example, nations in
which organ donation is the legal default have much higher rates of organ donation
thannations in which citizens haveto explicitly declarethemselvesdonors (Johnson &
Goldstein, 2003). Such 'default effects' are theoretically interesting because the
optionsare the samein either case(e.g.,'Should I be an organ donor or not?'). While
variousinterpretations of this phenomenon are available,information leakagemay be
onesignificant factor: the default option may serveasa kind of implicit recommendation from the policy maker to the individual, an implicit endorsement of a course of
action.McKenzie et al. (2006) presented evidence that people draw such inferences
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from the designated default. For example, they found that participants were more
likely to infer that the policy makers probably thought that people ought to be organ
donors when being an organ donor was the default compared to when not being an
organ donor was the default. The authors also found that participants view the
default to either be enrolled or not enrolled in a retirement plan as implicit financial
advice. Becauseour normative models commonly abstract away from the way in
which information is presented to decision makers-and hence they abstract from
potentially important information that may leak through the speaker'schoice of presentation mode-it is plausible that further examplesof seemingly counter-normative
behavior shine light on deficiencies,not in our everydaydecisions, but in the simple
normative models we use to evaluatethem.
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Experimentalists continually worry about information leaks in their research
designs-they need to understand exactly what information is availableto the participant if they are to understand how the participant makes use of this information.
But experimentalists testing the empirical fit of normative models must worry about
another kind of information leakage-they must specify exactly what subset of the
available information is relevant to the proper normative model of the experimental
situation. We have argued that, in the traditional framing literature, as well as in the
literatures on covariation assessment, hypothesis testing, and default effects,
researchershave employed normative models which are insufficiently sensitive to
subtle information leaked in experimental environments. Some important results
from these areasare qualitatively consistent with the hypothesis that participants are
simply more sensitiveto this leaked information than the idealized normative models
which researchersuseto evaluatetheir behavior.
This paper has focused on the complexity of information available even in simple
experimental situations. Another important factor, not considered here, is the complexity of human cognitivegoals.For instance, in normative analysesof our epistemic
interactions with the world, consistencyis often regardedasan end in itself. Evenconsistency, however, should ultimately be viewed as a means to a more sophisticated
epistemic end. This is made plain in the so-called 'preface paradox': I reasonably
believe that some of my beliefs are false,eventhough this belief renders my total class
of beliefs inconsistent. Logical consistencyof beliefs is a simple and compelling cognitive norm, highly useful if applied locally and with normal discretion, but it is ultimately too simple. Even if our only cognitive goals are goals of understanding, both
the complexity of goalsand the complexity of information situations raise formidable
hurdles to the formulation of prescriptively adequatenormative models.
These problems, while formidable, should not deter researchers from critically
examining the rationality of human thought and action. Many phenomenaof pressing
social importance seem difficult to understand without some kind of irrationality
assumption, and these phenomena are too significant not to try to understand.
Nonetheless,in attempting to study irrationality phenomena with the aid of simple
normative modelsin contrived experimentalsituations,we should proceedwith caution.
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Human communicative situations are commonly awash in subtle cues. Despite our
obstinateconfusions and our crudenessof understanding, we are often more sensitive
to such subtle information than we realize.
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